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Turn Your Stress Into Success!   Turn your stress into success with this motivational and

inspirational swear word adult coloring book!   For fans of adult coloring books and swear word

coloring books  Coloring page designs are printed single-sided to prevent bleed  Swear word

phrases and expressions like: "Not giving a fuck is better than revenge, Trust no man fear no bitch,

and You're pretty fuckin' rad keep that shit up."  Makes the perfect gift or a fun coloring party Buy

'Make Life Your Bitch' now! ***NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN.***
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I received this today and am happy with my purchase. I like that the swearing is American rather

than British!! Each page is printed single sided, so you don't have to worry about ink bleeding

through to the next drawing.I took off one star because the pages aren't perforated and I would

prefer to have a spiral bound book so that it will lay flat when coloring. This will be a little harder for

me to color since I can't tear the pages out easily or color in the book without having to fight the

binding. I am left handed and find that the traditionally bound books are difficult to

maneuver.Overall, I am really excited to begin coloring in this book. I will probably use pencils and

gel pens if I don't put a blotter behind the page that I am coloring and will use my markers when

using a blotter just in case some of the marker ink bleeds through the paper.

I absolutely love this adult coloring book - it is by far my favorite one I have ever owned and it truly is



a fun, relaxing experience to use it.I enjoy coloring, feeling tress free, and swearing. I like pretty

things that include the F word. I like to chuckle at myself for being an adult who gets to use markers

and colored pencils to illustrate my feelings and this book is top notch. The pictures are amazing,

not overly intricate but detailed enough to produce fun images that are definitely

fridge-worthy.Yesterday I had a "free day" for the first time in I do not remember how long - I slept

until noon, did not change out of my PJs, and spend about two hours coloring on my couch while

watching the Food Network channel. I purposefully chose the "Chores Can Go to Hell" image,

because the irony made me giggle. The sink was full of dirty dishes, the living needs to be

vacuumed yet I did not care one iota. I chose to color and let me tell you - yesterday was a beautiful

day indeed.This coloring book (along with a chilled glass of wine!) is now my go-to stress reliever

and I fully intend to "make life my bitch" - I am not going to let life make me feel so drained and

stressed out. Instead - I will happily color my stresses away and smile the entire time while doing

so!Kudos. Five stars. I will be purchasing the other books by John T. and I highly recommend his

products. In this crazy, busy world - we all need a reminder to "make life our bitch" and do what

makes us happy!

John T's books are just the best that are out there and I have purchased a few. He knows what it

takes to make a coloring book and not just a collection of line art with sections too damn small to

color. This is printed single side and I found it pretty easy to tear out a page and slip it under a

co-workers door (they were having a bad day so I included some crayons that might or might not

have been stolen from a fast food establishment.)His topics are funny and at times had me laughing

out loud. These make great gifts and have gotten me to actually purchase my first set of 64 color

crayons in a decade and my first set ever of smelly felt pens for the night version of his Fucksicles

book (though I tested them out on free page from his swearwordcoloringbook.com website

first.)When you take one of these to a meeting at work and start coloring, life becomes good...as

long as you don't inhale the smelly pens for too long. Then people start to look at you.

I bought this for my niece turning 18 this month. I of course had to look through it as I love John

Tommervik's work. I have no doubt she will love this book, the 30th cannot come soon enough! The

sayings are great, and I think it's the perfect book for her, and all the coming life experiences she

will be facing! Typical John Tommervik genius! I would highly recommend this book-I may even beg

for one the pages I really liked, if she doesn't mind parting with it!



This is by far one of the best artists out there for adult sweary type coloring books. His books are

high quality with some really kool artwork. His other book Fucksicles is great too. I have both

editions of it. You must check him out

A fundamentally fun way to keep yourself motivated and entertained. Again, John T. brings us hours

of fun with his talent and willingness to listen to his audience in an effort to create just what we want.

Kick off your shoes, grab a cold or mixed drinks and get motivated!*Warning: As clearly indicated in

the title this book is meant for adult audiences. As such it should not be purchased with the intention

of giving it to child. If you are offended by foul language, vulgarity, or sexual content then this is not

the book for you. However, for those that see the appeal this is a must have edition to add to your

collection.*Note: Absolutely NO compensation was provided to this buyer and all views expressed

herein are strictly those of purchaser of this item.

I absolutely love these adult coloring books and my daughter is a really big fan of them. I have

bought several of these for her birthday and as gifts. She is grown with kids of her own. They are

loaded with adult language, so keep out the reach of children. The cussing in it may offend some.

These books are hilarious, if you have a sense of humor, you will love them too.I paid full price for

this book and I think they are a great price.
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